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ECIJA, awarded by Iberian Lawyer as the Best Firm in IP - 
TMT and Startups  
 

 
Alonso Hurtado, Partner at ECIJA, María González, Partner at ECIJA, Cristina Villasante, Manager at ECIJA,  
Ana Parés, Manager at ECIJA and Hugo Écija, ECIJA Founder and President. 
 
 
The editorial has highlighted from ECIJA the pioneer character and the clear focus in 
business  
 
 
Yesterday was celebrated at “Espacio Harley” in Madrid the award ceremony “Forty under 
40” organized by Iberian Lawyer. This event rewards the dedication of Spanish and Portuguese 
Law Firms and lawyers younger than 40 years old, in which ECIJA was recognized as the Law 
Firm of the Year in the category of “IP & TMT” and advising “Startups and venture capital”. 
 
The jury integrated by more than 60 experts members from different law departments from 
multinational companies with presence in Spain and Portugal, have recognized the dedication 
of ECIJA during the last exercise standing out the TMT Department, describing it as “prominent 
and highly specialized, that shows great skills developing different commands, in disputes and 
litigations affairs, with a great team focused in business.” 
 



  

 

Also, the Iberian Editorial recognized that “the Firm is pioneer developing corporate Venture 
Capital, with a wide experience in both sides of the risk capital landscape”. The jury mentioned 
that “the Firm is highly respected for managing many successful seed capital transactions and 
executing innovative projects.” 
 
These awards stands out the performance of Spanish and Portuguese ECIJA offices in the last 
exercise, in addition of the latest awards received by the Firm, recognizing it as the Best TMT 
Firm in Europe by The Lawyer, the Best Law Firm in Digital Economy in the Spanish Market in 2019 
given by the Expansion Awards and the Top20 by Financial Times of the most innovative firms 
in Europe.  
 
 
 
 

 
César Zárate, Partner at ECIJA, Librado Loriente, Partner at ECIJA, Constantino Vidal, Partner at ECIJA, 
Jesús Martín, Partner at ECIJA, Alejandro Touriño, Managing Partner at ECIJA and Daniel López, Partner 
at ECIJA.  
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